Induction of multiple myeloma-reactive T cells during post-transplantation immunotherapy with donor lymphocytes and recipient DCs.
Recently, we demonstrated that reduced intensity conditioning (RIC) followed by partial T-cell-depleted SCT creates a platform for inducing the graft-versus-myeloma effect by adjuvant immunotherapy. Here, we evaluated mHA-specific T-cell responses in a multiple myeloma (MM) patient who was treated with RIC-SCT followed by donor lymphocyte infusion (DLI) and subsequent recipient DC vaccination. We isolated a mHA-specific CTL clone with the capacity to target MM tumor cells from this patient experiencing long-term CR. This CTL clone recognizes an HLA-A3-restricted mHA and mediates killing of both primary MM cells and the MM-cell line U266, while BM-derived fibroblasts are not recognized. CTL-specific T-cell receptor (TCR) transcripts could be detected by quantitative PCR analysis in both peripheral blood and BM during tumor remission. Interestingly, a strong increase of CTL-specific TCR transcripts at the BM tumor site was observed following DLI and recipient DC vaccination, while the TCR signal in peripheral blood decreased. These findings illustrate that the approach of partial T-cell-depleted RIC-SCT followed by post-transplantation immunotherapy induces mHA-specific T-cell responses targeting MM tumor cells.